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Confusion surrounded fight
with cattle thieves in 1882
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Town Shared Old West Shootin',
But Law, Order Always Prevailed
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DENVER — Now that the Legislature’s
Joint Budget Committee received its
all-important March revenue forecast
on Friday, the one quarterly economic
report on which the next fiscal year’s
budget is based, the six-member panel
can get serious about how to budget
those expected revenues.
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BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DENVER
—
Colorado’s
health department is moving
to relax its statewide mask
mandate and limits on gathering capacity, saying the state’s
role in determining COVID-19
restrictions will lessen in favor
of more local control as vaccination eligibility opens more
widely.
The proposal announced Friday would allow local authorities and “private entities” in the
counties with the lowest coronavirus infection rates to determine whether masks would be
required. It would also end most
restrictions on capacity for
restaurants, personal services

providers, retailers, manufacturers, health care providers or
outdoor events.
Gyms, bars and indoor events
would still be subject to a limit
on the number of people who
can gather there. The proposed
change would also not affect
schools, as students aged 11 to
18 must wear masks for the rest
of the academic year.
There are now only two socalled Level Green counties
where this applies: the rural
Crowley and Otero counties
in southern Colorado, which
means they have fewer than
15 cases per 100,000 people in a
week.
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